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Dan Harvey, 62 years old, is an independent, full-time and successful trader of
delta-neutral strategies. His specialty is with index condors. It’s not too great
an exaggeration to say that what Michael Jordan was to basketball, Harvey is to
condor trading—except for the fact that Jordan worked his magic in public, while

By John A. Sarkett

Harvey is known to only a few.

Figure 1: NASDAQ View with OptionVue Analyzer (June 2006)
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Harvey has all the traits of the master trader:

Soon enough, Harvey was called on by

He is organized, decisive, humble (he has a

Sheridan to occasionally teach others at CBOE

distinguished scientific background but never

seminars and online via webinars. Hence,

mentions it), yet is open-minded and always

Sheridan Mentoring students are receiving

ready to learn—even after 14 successful years.

the benefit of Dan squared.

That’s why he joined the Sheridan Mentoring

What do the two Dans teach? In a word: ad-

community, to learn from another Dan—Dan

justment. For them, trading options is virtually

Sheridan—and to polish his skills. As a result,

the same as making adjustments. That is their

Harvey was well rewarded. As good as he

methodology—their edge, if you will. And with

was, Harvey managed to increase his monthly

14 years of success under Harvey’s belt, adjust-

returns from 1 percent to 2 percent, all the way

ing an options trade is (almost) as natural and

up to 3 percent to 5 percent (and as high as 6

unthinking as breathing. (Only one out of the

percent monthly when figured on risk capi-

168 months of delta-neutral condor trading has

tal alone, or 10 percent to 12 percent monthly

Harvey made no adjustments.)

when figured on portfolio margin), which is a

Adjustment can take a trade that would

testimony to Sheridan’s expertise and teaching

otherwise lose big and carve out a small profit,

ability. Recalling the line from Walt Whitman’s

sometimes a large profit or a breakeven. It

Song of Myself: “He who by me spreads a wider

gives the trader market stamina, the ability to

breast than my own proves the width of my

stay in the market and earn profits over time,

own.” (Sheridan forged his expertise for some

instead of, like many, blowing up and unfortu-

22 years in the foundry of the CBOE pits, trad-

nately blowing away.

ing literally millions of contracts. He presently
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has some 500 students, 3,000 webinars and is

Learn by Example

widely regarded by the cognoscenti as the No. 1

The best way to learn Harvey’s condor

options mentor.)

method is to work through an example with

Figure 2: Mickey Mouse Ear Adjustment
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him, to which he graciously agreed. Harvey

profit. It’s quite an art; Harvey and his men-

picked one of the worst scenarios in recent

tor, Sheridan, are artists.

times—the June 2006 plummet of the NAS-

Let’s roll up our sleeves and get started by

DAQ-100 Index (NDX)—to illustrate the

looking over Harvey’s shoulder as he under-

power of timely adjustment.

takes an NDX trade in the most severe and

The NDX can be a violent mover—50 to
100 points in a day, at times—but Harvey

hostile climate he could find in recent years—
the June 2006 expiration.

likes this vehicle for condors because the
premiums are commensurately richer. How-

In the beginning

ever, less experienced traders are advised to

On April 24, 2006, the NDX is in sideways ac-

start with less violent vehicles, such as the

tion. Approximately 53 days in advance of ex-

Russell 2000 Index, because their move-

piration, it’s time for Harvey to put his hook in

ments are smoother.

the water—just like he does every month. He

A condor is a simple enough vehicle: a call
credit spread on top, a put credit spread on the

receives a $2.70 credit: $1.20 (call) and $1.50

bottom. What makes it challenging is the risk-

(put) credit. For a 10 lot, that’s $2,700 minus

reward ratio. It’s terrible. So bad that it causes

commissions. Deltas on the short strikes are

many traders to look at it once and never again.

5.47 (calls) and -6.36 (puts), which is well

A trader typically risks 10 points to make $1 to

within his guidelines of 7 to 8 for calls and -6

$1.50. In this NDX example, a trader similarly

to -7 for puts.

risks 25 points to make $2.70. This surely runs

Figure 1 is how it looks in the OptionVue

contrary to the old saw in futures trading: risk

Analyzer: A perfect start; the market is smack

$1 to make $3.

in the middle of the risk curve, right where it

However, if the trader is smart and nim-
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places a 1,550/1,575/1,850/1,875 condor, and he

is supposed to be. “Take a good look,” Har-

ble enough to adjust as the trade evolves,

vey says, “it’s not going to stay like this much

he or she can manage those potentially

longer.” Unbeknownst to him at the time, the

catastrophic outcomes and turn them into a

market was about to crater.

Figure 3: Mighty Mouse Ear Adjustment
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In the Midst of Trading

not have happened but “prints” to the trad-

Harvey offers a couple of guidelines to keep in

ing screen and triggers stop losses) will

mind while trading condors.

take you out.

1. Trade condors as if they were naked stran-

between the bid and ask). Most contingent

always be on the short strike.” The wings

orders require “market” execution (i.e., buy at

will contain loss and reduce margin, but

the ask; sell at the bid).

that’s all. The money will be made on the
risk management of the short strikes.
2. Should a trader place contingent exit orders

3. Establish your maximum loss. “You don’t
want to lose in one month what will take
you four to five months to make back.”

in the market for protection, especially with

Harvey suggests 1.5 times cash flow as a

the potentially large losses a condor can in-

reasonable target. “It’s a personal deci-

cur? Harvey says it’s a personal decision that

sion,” he says. “It depends where you are

requires a trader to weigh both advantages

in life, in your trading, etc., but the main

and disadvantages.

thing is to determine your ‘out’ point. And

Advantages:

do it in advance.”

• Protection—especially if you’re traveling

Additionally, Harvey mentions some adjust-

or otherwise unable to follow the market

ment possibilities that traders must consider:

through the day.

• Do nothing (Harvey says this tongue-in-

• Automatic execution—no getting stuck in

cheek): “If you have one or two contracts

the headlights.

on, you could do nothing, and nine or

Disadvantages:

10 months per year, you would make

• A bad print (which is a reported transac sfomag.com

• Not typically getting midprices (i.e., price

gles. He says, “Your concentration should

tion away from the market that may or may

all your credits,” he says, but notes that
you might give back all your gains and

Figure 4: New Risk Curve
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perhaps even more on occasion as well.

trade? See Figure 2. Cost of adjustment: $970

This is not recommended.

($9.75 - $4.90 x 200).

• Add various combinations of long options:

2. Embedded calendar: Harvey also con-

Add long options, long debit spreads or

siders an embedded calendar, aiming for two

calendars to cut risk, decrease delta and

standard deviations out of the money. “If the

lower volatility risk. (These examples are

market continues to move down, I’m going to

visited later.)

be moving into the sweet spot of the calen-

• Cut and roll (Harvey’s preferred method):

dar,” he says. “If I reach the sweet spot [the

He does this every month. “It’s part of

middle], I’ll take the profit and reposition it

my game.”

further out.”
What if the market moves up?

Back to the market

don’t lose more than a couple hundred dol-

By May 23, if Harvey had done nothing, delta

lars.” The net result: Harvey would cut deltas

on his short put would have ballooned to

by half, add theta and decrease the short vega.

-50, and he would be down $7,800. But doing

Cost: $28.90 - $19.90 = $9 x 200 = $1,800, about

nothing is not Harvey’s style. Here’s what

twice as much.

he actually did instead. The trigger was a

3. Mighty Mouse ear (also called the “Silver

technical analysis point. On May 1, the NDX

Bullet”): Simple enough, this is buying one put

breaks the 50-day moving average, alarms

(against a 10 x 10 put credit spread), two to

sound and Harvey moves to adjust. He con-

three strikes in front of the short strike. This

siders several alternatives:

makes a risk curve with a bigger ear, vis-à-vis

1. Mickey Mouse ear: Harvey considers
adding a Mickey Mouse ear to the trade (i.e.,
a long put debit spread), placed at 1,600/1,550
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“I’m going to have a stop loss in where I

What happens next? The market plummets.

the put debit spread, hence the name Mighty
Mouse (see Figure 3).
At $19.90 x 100 (a one lot), or $1,990, the

but not for the entire 10 lot, just for two. When

Mighty Mouse ear is the most expensive

graphed, the put debit spread forms a small

adjustment on the table so far. Although

“ear,” which is what gives the adjustment the

he would get increased protection on the

name Mickey Mouse ear. What does this new

downside, a market reversal would be costly.

adjustment do for the risk characteristics of the

Harvey advises a sale on a market rally, so

Figure 5: Risk Curve Adjustment
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it requires vigilance. “Everything comes at a

One week later, at 1,623, the NDX is los-

cost in options,” Harvey says. “Everything is

ing ground again. The short strike delta is

a tradeoff.”

-22, and Harvey determines he must adjust

Which will it be: Mickey Mouse, calen-

once more. He buys three of the remaining

dar or Mighty Mouse? Harvey chooses the

original seven put spreads and resells four

Mighty Mouse ear in this situation because

at 1,475/1,450. Figure 5 shows what the risk

the market was dropping so violently. But

curve now looks like.

under normal circumstances, he says he

“The Mighty Mouse ear is kicking in,” Har-

would go first with an embedded calendar,

vey says. “And we’re still in control.” Just one

then add a Mighty Mouse ear if the market

day later, that control is sorely tested when

suddenly dropped.

the NDX plummets 24 points. “We are very
glad we have the Mighty Mouse ear here,”

Meanwhile …

Harvey notes. With delta at -32, he decides

By May 4, the market is moving slightly high-

to offset the remaining four original put

er; if it continues, long put (Mighty Mouse)

spreads and sell five to replace these farther

will be sold at a small loss. But by May 11, the

out at 1,475/1,450.

market is heading south again. Mighty Mouse
is paying for himself—“Here he comes to save

chance of profit is diminishing if we don’t

the day,” as the song goes. Again triggered by

reach a bottom soon.”

technical analysis, the NDX trendline and 50-

On May 30, the NDX falls 35 points, but the

day moving average are both violated, so he

trade is up $1,131. Why? The Mighty Mouse

cuts and rolls. But here is where the artistry

ear. “[This is] because the 1,650 put premium

comes into play. Instead of the entire position,

is now $81.60 [bought at $19.90] and because

Harvey cuts just three of the original 10 put

theta is increasing,” Harvey explains.

spreads and then replaces them with a five lot
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Harvey comments: “We’re still OK, but our

This is when the situation gets truly interest-

at an approximate -5 delta. Condor manage-

ing: the end game. As Harvey says, “Here’s the

ment requires adding size when rolling, hence

art of trading! On June 2, NDX has increased

the buying of three spreads and the sale of

to 1,613—88 away from the short put. Do we

five more. Figure 4 shows what the new risk

sell our ear?” It’s a personal decision based on

curve looks like.

forecast Harvey says.

Figure 6: Profits from Adjustment
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Totals

Open
Price

Close
Price

Commis
on Open

Commis
on Close

Total
Commis

Open Cost
(Proceeds)

Close
Proceeds
(Cost)

Gain
(Loss)

$5.70

$12.85

$4

$8

$12

($2,696)

($4,178)

($1,482)

$23.45

$95.65

$3

$3

$6

$2,028

$7,502

$5,474

$0.95

$1

$4

$2

$6

($851)

($902)

$51

Commissions: $24

Slippage set to none.
Real commission rates were
approximately $90.

Gain/Loss: $3,941

Net profit
approximately
$3,900.
Source: OptionVue

He decides to wait watchfully. On June 6,

1,567—a 9 percent decline from April 24 to June

NDX has fallen back to 1,575, but the posi-

9, but with a series of adjustments and largely

tion graph is improving because time is

thanks to the Mighty Mouse ear that made

passing and options decay (theta) is accruing

$7,502 all by itself, Harvey managed to gener-

to his account.

ate a $3,941 profit on risk capital that could

On June 9, with seven days remaining, delta

range from $22,304 (Reg T) to as low as $7,500

and gamma risk increasing, and profit in hand,

(portfolio margin)—for a yield of 17.7 percent

Harvey says, “Let’s vamoose. Let’s take our

(Reg T) to 52.5 percent (portfolio margin) from

money. We will close all positions, although the

April 24 to June 9.

call spread—so far away at 1,850/1,875 while
the NDX is 1,567.90—could be left in place.”
The NDX on June 9 was 1,567.90. Had noth-

Whether the market soars or dives, for master trader Dan Harvey, or options mentor Dan
Sheridan, in the final analysis, it really does

ing been done, the short strike was in the

not matter. The art—and the ultimate profit—is

money by 7.1 points—this vis-à-vis the original

all in the adjustment.

2.3 credit. So there would have been a loss of
approximately five points (or $5,000) by this
time. Instead, through the skill of the trader,
he earns a gain (see Figure 6).

John A. Sarkett writes frequently for SFO and other financial
publications. He is the creator of Option Wizard® software
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Adverse conditions overcome

(http://option-wizard.com) and author of the best-selling

Always a prospectively violent mover, NDX

Extraordinary Comebacks: 201 Inspiring Stories of Courage,

has, true to form, rocketed down from 1,706 to

Triumph, and Success.

